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Abstract: Hydrostatic thrust bearings are the core part of the hydrostatic spindle, which is widely
used in high precision grinding machines. In this paper, the viscosity-temperature (v-t) characteristics
of hydrostatic oil are systematically investigated, which is essential for improving the performance of
the hydrostatic thrust bearing and the spindle working at high pressure and high rotational speed.
Based on the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation developed, the performance variation
rules of thrust bearing surface are established while changing the oil supply pressure. It is found
that the bearing capacity and temperature are obviously affected by varying viscosity-temperature
characteristics, which have significant fluctuation phenomenon at the orifice. Furthermore, the
turbulence intensity of the taper hole is found the least factor by analyzing four kinds of commonly
used orifice type configurations. Finally, comparing the simulation and experimental results, the v-t
model developed is proofed well matching with the experiment. The model can provide a basis for
accurate design and analysis of hydrostatic thrust bearings and consequently the effective design and
analysis of the hydrostatic spindle for high precision grinding machine.

Keywords: internal grinding machine; hydrostatic thrust bearing; viscosity-temperature characteris-
tics; orifice type; CFD simulations; high precision spindle

1. Introduction

High precision internal grinding machines are widely used in automotive, optics,
aerospace, and electronics manufacturing industries [1,2]. Especially for hard steel alloys
and brittle materials such as heat-treated steels, tool steels, ceramics, carbides, glasses
and/or semiconductor materials, however, it is used to achieve the required high surface
finish and dimensional/form accuracy in machining these difficult-to-machine materi-
als [3,4]. In the ultraprecision material removal process, high accuracy and uniform surface
topography should be guaranteed in the machining, which generally means machining
accuracy of 0.1 µm or less, and motion accuracies are guaranteed less than 25 nm. High dy-
namic stiffness and a high precision micro-feeding of the machine system are also essential
for maintaining the relative positioning and engagement between the fine abrasive tools
and workpieces [5].

The traditional processing method generally drives the workpiece and grinding wheel
relative rotational motions by the high speed main spindle rotation, to remove the grinding
grain by shearing and squeezing action, which has some drawbacks, including control
difficulty, low dressing accuracy, and a high wear loss of the grinding wheel [6,7]. In order
to achieve high precision processing and the surface quality of ultraprecision machining,
the high precision spindles with high speed and high rigidity have attracted the attention
of many machine tools manufacturers and precision engineering researchers.
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In general, there are two main types of high-speed spindles widely used in ultra-
precision machine tools [8–10]. The aerostatic spindle, because of its good thermal stability
and almost zero friction, can provide a high speed of rotation, commonly used in turning,
milling and drilling machine tools. The other is hydrostatic spindle, under the action of
lubricating oil, the spindle has excellent stiffness and damping characteristics. Different
from milling, the main source of circular runout in grinding is the non-repeatable part of
the rotation caused by vibration. It depends on internal features of the spindle bearings.
However, the core problem of hydrostatic spindle is the shear thinning effect that the
temperature of lubricating oil increases with the increasing speed but the viscosity of
lubricating oil decreases [11,12]. The hydrostatic thrust bearings as an important supporting
component, directly affect the stability and rotational accuracy of the spindle particularly
working at high speed. In recent decades, the hydrostatic spindles have been attempted
and applied by many researchers and engineers from case to case [13–15]. It is essentially
important to have a fundamental scientific understanding of the hydrostatic bearings and
the supported spindle working in high precision machining environment.

Thermo-characteristics of fluid film bearings are part of their key performance aspects
constantly concerned and researched. Ferron et al. analyzed the finite journal bearing
account heat transfer and cavitation, which were verified by experiments [16]. Vassilios
et al. combined different loads and rotational speed to discuss five different types of
pivoted-pad thrust bearings. At the same film thickness, radial grooves reduced 7 ◦C than
circumferential grooves, but load capacity of the bearings was reduced accordingly [17].
Horvat et al. designed an adjustable oil recess to investigate the relationship between
different recess depths and rotational speed of the oil pad [18]. Dimitrios et al. discussed
four different types of sector-pad pocket to estimate the load carrying capacity (LCC),
temperature and friction coefficient, including the open pocket, close pocket, tapered-land
pocket and textured with rectangular dimples [19]. Chen and He studied the effect of the
recess shape on aerostatic bearings. To compare with no pocketed, spherical shape and
rectangular shape, they found the pressure distribution and LCC increase respectively [20].
Gao et al. focused on the influence of orifice chamber types of ultra-high-speed air spin-
dles [21,22]. The flow characteristics are determined by such bearing parameters as the
fluid film thickness, supply pressure and geometrical parameters of the restrictor [23,24].
However, few systematic investigations and analyses are undertaken on the influence of oil
film structure system on the temperature characteristics of the bearing and the consequent
spindle, especially in high oil supply pressure and high rotational speed conditions, which
is often the case applied to high precision internal grinding machines for manufacturing
miniature and micro components such as fuel spraying nozzles and plugs in particular.

Therefore, this paper presents the design analysis and simulation development on
hydrostatic bearings and the supported spindle applied to a high precision internal grinding
machine. It attempts, by focusing on the hydrostatic bearing spindle, to bridge the gaps
among the fundamental engineering science, precision engineering design and analysis, and
high precision machine tool application. The influence of thrust bearing is analyzed by CFD
simulation with the bearing viscosity-temperature characteristics. The fundamental model
of hydrostatic thrust bearing system is established and used to establish the relationship
between the different performance characteristics of the high-speed hydrostatic spindle
and its load carrying capacity, while oil film stiffness and flow vortices are discussed as
well. The CFD simulation and analysis considering viscosity-temperature characteristics
are proved to be effective by experimental case study on the machine tool application. They
also provide a basis for more effective and accurate design and analysis of the hydrostatic
thrust bearing and the spindle, and their application on a high precision internal grinding
machine.
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2. Design of the Hydrostatic Spindle for a High Precision Internal Grinding Machine

In high precision internal grinding machine, hydrostatic spindle is mainly used on
axis C for clamping a workpiece which showed in Figure 1. The spindle is fixed on the
X-axis for lateral translation, and the workpiece is fixed on the spindle for rotation atω1
speed. The grinding wheel is fixed on the Y axis and fed longitudinally to achieve the
purpose of grinding.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup of the high precision grinding machine.

The thrust bearing plays a major role in the axial stiffness and position accuracy of
high precision grinding machine. The schematic of the hydrostatic thrust bearing is shown
in Figure 2a, the spindle rotates clockwise and moves relative to the thrust bearing, of
which 1 is the hydrostatic shaft, 2 is the pad of hydrostatic thrust bearing, 3 is the oil film
and 4 is the orifice restrictor, 5 is the oil pressure inlet and 6, 7 are the outlet of inner ring
and outer ring respectively, 8 is the oil pad, 9 is the oil film.

The schematic illustration of structural dimensions and local enlarged view are shown
in Figure 2b. The inner diameter of the sealing land (d) is 93 mm, the outer diameter of the
sealing land (D) is 136.8 mm, the inner diameter of the annular recess (D1) is 102 mm, the
outer diameter of the annular recess (D3) is 115 mm. There are four static orifice restrictors
distributed uniformly in circumferential direction, and the distribution circle diameter of
the orifices (D2) is 108 mm. The oil inlet diameter (D0) is 3 mm, the oil inlet length (L) is
2.5 mm, orifice length (l) is 2 mm and the oil film thickness (hoil) is 0.02 mm.
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3. Modelling and Analysis of the Hydrostatic Bearing Spindle

In recent years many scholars have conducted lots of research by this method which
was verified by related experiments [25,26]. The commercial CFD software ANSYS Fluent
was employed to numerically calculate oil pressure distribution, mass flow rate and oil
temperature through the orifice and pad along the static oil film. In this study, the full
Navier-stokes equations are used in this three-dimensional oil film model for numerical
simulations, due to the Y direction is the normal direction of the thrust bearing, the influence
of the direction on the bearing performance is not considered, the governing equation of
this model can be expressed as:

∂

∂x

(
ρh3∂p
12η∂x

)
+

∂

∂z

(
ρh3∂p
12η∂z

)
= u

∂ρh
∂x

+ w
∂ρh
∂z

(1)

where p is the supply oil pressure and u, w respectively indicate the flow velocity of the oil
along X and Z directions. h is the oil film thickness, but in oil chamber filed, h = hpad + hoil .
The X is the tangential direction of the circumference and the Z is the radial direction of
thrust bearing which is the main capacity direction [27]. In Figure 2b A-A face, dynamic
eddy current will be formed in this area with the change of pressure gradient under the
condition of high pressure and high speed. In this area of dynamic pressure equation can
be expressed as:

∑ p0 = p1 + p2 (2)
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p1 =
6ηv(L1 − L2)hoil

L1h3
oil + L2h3

oil
y (3)

p2 =
6ηvL2(hoil + hpad)

L1(hoil + hpad)
3 + L2(hoil + hpad)

3 y (4)

In the previous research, only the variation of bearing capacity with different condi-
tions in X and Z directions are considered, but the gradient change in Y direction under
high pressure and high speed is ignored [28,29], where ∑P0 is Y direction total pressures, P1
is the oil film thickness pressure and P2 is the oil pad thickness pressure [30]. The boundary
conditions chosen in the calculation of the oil film in the hydrostatic bearing are composed
of the inlet boundary of the pressure, the outlet boundary of the pressure, the periodic
boundary, and the rotating wall boundary. In orifice area, realizable k-ε turbulence model is
employed in the CFD model [30,31].

In order to more accurately calculate the performance of thrust bearings, in this paper
the Reynolds assumes that both density and viscosity vary with pressure and tempera-
ture [32]. The density and viscosity can be expressed as:

ρ = ρ0

[
0.6 × 10−9 p

1.7 × 10−9 p + 1
(t − t0) + 1

]
(5)

η = η0 exp
{
(ln η0 + 9.61)

[
t0

t

(
1 + 5.1 × 10−9 p

)k
− 1

]}
(6)

where ρ is the density with pressure and temperature change, ρ0 is the initial density of oil.
η is the oil viscosity at any time with the change of working conditions, η0 is the viscosity
of oil at rest, k is the coefficient of viscosity (k = 0.6), t is temperature of under actual
conditions, t0 is the initial temperature, in this simulation we take 296 K.

4. Simulation Development, Results and Discussion

In this paper, to estimate the performance of hydrostatic thrust bearing more efficiently
and accurately. The relationship between density and viscosity with pressure and temper-
ature change is considered by UDFs. The oil supply pressure (Ps) is 0~3 MPa, the thrust
surface rotation speed (ω) of hydrostatic bearing at 0~4000 r/min. In this condition, the
throttle orifice position will produce micro eddy current phenomenon. At the same time,
there will be small bubbles in the vortex region. In order to improve the performance of
hydrostatic thrust bearings, it is necessary to calculate and discuss the influence of varied
the working condition and the size of the orifice shape on the hydrostatic thrust bearing
performance under the change of viscosity with temperature.

To compare with conventional model method and viscosity-temperature (v-t) model
method the static pressure contours are shown in Figure 3. The working condition is given,
which supply oil pressure is 2 MPa (20 atm), rotation speed is 2000 r/min, the lubricating
oil initial density is 869 Kg/m3 and initial viscosity is 0.00405 Kg·m/s. It can be found from
Figure 3 that the pressure gradually decreases from the oil supply position, the position
of the inner circle and outer circle outlet is the same as the indoor atmospheric pressure.
However, different from the conventional method, the pressure distribution in the v-t
method which is shown in Figure 3b, is shifted towards the rotation direction due to the
influence of heat generated by the friction between the rotating speed and the oil film.
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The speed of the hydrostatic thrust bearing designed is relatively high, the outer shaft
temperature can be cooled by physical cooling method, but the inner shaft temperature
is not easy to be dispersed at high speed. In order to prevent the shaft temperature being
too high between the spindle and the bearing bush, the oil pad position is offset 15% to
the inner part of the shaft. It can found from Figure 4 that the maximum temperature
is occurred near the outlet, the conventional model is 322 K, higher than v-t model 318
K. It can be concluded that with the temperature rises, the viscosity of the lubricating oil
decreases, the shear thinning effect took away more heat.
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The pressure and temperature distribution along the slice line A-A for a different
method is seen in Figure 5. It can be found that when the initial situation was the same, the
total pressure distribution lower than a conventional model. The v-t model was decreasing
exponentially, distinct from the conventional model which was linear decreasing. The
temperature gradually increased from the oil supply port to the oil outlet, and experienced
two fluctuations, the first time in the oil pad position area, the temperature is lower because
the oil pad position needs to be filled with lubricating oil; the second time was occurred
near outlet, because the oil film is very thin, the bearing relative motion friction produces
the heat, due to the lubricating oil temperature to rise, the density and the viscosity will
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decrease. We can consider that the temperature rise has a certain effect on the bearing
capacity of hydrostatic thrust bearing, and mainly in the orifice, oil pad, outer circle outlet
position.
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When the oil supply pressure is 2 MPa and the rotation speed is 0 r/min, the hydro-
static thrust bearing is in a static state. The lubricating oil from the orifice into the oil pad
and then to the oil film is evenly distributed. The oil film thickness is only 0.02 mm, under
the action of pressure the temperature went up from 296 K to 309 K, which is shown in
Figure 6a,b. When the rotation speed is 2000 r/min, the pressure in the oil pad starts to tilt
to one side as the rotation speed changes, and the pressure in the oil pad is 1.72 MPa and
decreased by 6.01%. The temperature also increased with the rotation speed, especially the
oil film surface temperature increase is more obvious, but the highest temperature occurs
in the outer circle of the effective bearing zone of the oil film and then there was a gradual
decline, it can be found in Figure 6c,d. When the rotate speed is 4000 r/min, the pressure in
oil pad is 1.41 MPa, decreased by 22.95%, the temperature increased gradually from the
orifice position and the highest temperature reached 331 K, it can be found in Figure 6e,f.
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To investigate the influence of various rotation speeds on pressure distribution of the
thrust face, the static pressure at different rotation speed is calculated in Figure 7. At the
same supply oil pressure which takes 2 MPa in this calculation, it can be found that the
pressure decreases with increasing rotational speed, because the temperature will increase
with the change of rotational speed under the action of friction, when ω = 0 the thrust
bearing is in steady state and the temperature rises gently, whenω = 500~2000 r/min the
temperature of thrust bearing has an obvious temperature attenuation at the outlet of the
outer circle, because in this situation, the effective bearing area of oil film, the normal force
greater than tangential force; whenω = 2500~4000 r/min the temperature rises gradually.
In Figure 7c the maximum pressure zone is the pressure inlet, when rotation speed is 4000
r/min the top point is 1.94 MPa less than 2 MPa, it can be considered that the shear force
produced by high rotational speed reduces oil supply pressure. The oil pad area pressure
distribution is shown in Figure 7d, in this area the pressure is almost at the equal level,
because the oil pad can be steady and uniform the oil pressure. But the pressure of the slice
line A-A profile decreases gradually with the increase of rotational speed. Along with this
phenomenon, there will be obvious pressure fluctuation near the orifice. This is the main
reason that affects the rotary precision of the thrust surface of the hydrostatic bearing.
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Figure 7. Static pressure and temperature distribution of various rotate speeds along the slice line
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Different from changing the oil supply pressure with constant oil supply pressure,
changing the oil supply pressure when the speed is 2000 r/min, the pressure distribution
gradually becomes uniform by bias on one side, the maximum static pressure is located
in the center of the throttle orifice, it can be found in Figure 8a,c,e. The temperature from
the inlet hole to the outlet gradually increases, however, the temperature region is evenly
distributed at the outer circle exit of the axial tile at 1 MPa oil supply pressure which
is shown in Figure 8b. When the oil supply pressure increases, the highest temperature
is mainly concentrated in the position without the oil pad and spreads outward which
showed in Figure 8d,f. We can infer that this is because the oil pad can act as an equilibrium
temperature. As the oil supply pressure increases, the temperature increases without the
position of the oil pad, and when the oil supply pressure is raised, the overall temperature
will be more concentrated.
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In order to calculate the performance of hydrostatic thrust bearing more accurately, it
is necessary to study the influence of changing oil supply pressure on bearing performance
under specified rotational speed. When the speed is fixed at 2000 r/min, it can be found
that the steady pressure increases with the increase in oil supply pressure, the more the
oil supply pressure and the greater the steady bearing pressure in Figure 9a. The overall
temperature trend is basically consistent shown in Figure 9b, but in oil pad area and
outer circle outlet of hydrostatic thrust bearing, the temperature curve fluctuates obviously.
When the oil supply pressure is 1.0 MPa, the temperature change is relatively gentle, the
maximum temperature is 310.16 K at the outlet. When the supply pressure is greater
than 2 MPa, there is a marked change of temperature at the outlet. When the oil supply
pressure is 3 MPa, the maximum temperature is 313.05 K, appears at 64 mm from the center
of the thrust bearing, and the temperature at the outlet position is 310.31 K, growth of
0.88%. It can be considered that the effect of shear thinning on temperature rise under the
viscous-temperature model is obvious, and the effective carrying area is nearly 64 mm from
the center of the thrust bearing. This provides a basis for the accurate calculation of the
performance of the hydrostatic thrust bearing. Therefore, it is meaningful to analyze the
influence of bearing configuration on fluctuation.
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Figure 9. Static pressure and temperature distribution of various supply pressure along the slice
line A-A. (a) Pressure distribution at different supply pressure (Ps = 1~3 MPa); (b) Temperature
distribution at different supply pressure (Ps = 1~3 MPa).

In previous studies we found that few scholars studied the effect of liquid static
bearing orifice configurations on thrust face [33,34]. In general, hydrostatic bearings are
considered to be equal density, viscosity, and over damping system. Small bubbles will
be formed around the restriction orifice and oil film, this is the main reason for the oil
temperature rise and viscosity decrease under stable condition.

With the improvement of design requirements of thrust bearing, the calculation accu-
racy is also improved. Therefore, the turbulent fluctuation of the orifice position cannot
be ignored. When the pressure of the oil inlet is 2 MPa and the rotation speed is 2000
r/min, the turbulence intensity model of the four configurations are compared to reduce
the pressure fluctuation of oil film caused by the turbulence of the oil inlet. Figure 10
is shown the contours of turbulence intensity and the track of velocity of four different
orifice types. These four types are mainly given according to the common machining
configurations mode of orifice.
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The first one is normal type which the lubricating oil enters the oil chamber directly,
by calculating, we concluded that the turbulence intensity of this type is the largest, and
the maximum intensity appears in the inlet hole perpendicular to the bottom of the oil pad.
As we found in previous calculations of load capacity and temperature, the hydraulic fluid
creates vortexes in the oil pad position, so there are pressure and temperature fluctuations
in this area. The immersed hole type and both immersed and taper hole type turbulence
intensity are similar which is shown in Figure 10b,c, but the immersed hole type formed
more vortices at the corner, this is detrimental to the rotation of thrust bearing. The
taper hole type is the smallest turbulence intensity of four types, and the intensity of the
turbulence at the orifice is the most uniform. Based on the above analysis, we finally choose
taper hole type as the configuration of the orifice.
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5. Application Case Study

In order to verify the validity and accuracy of the simulation, we carried out exper-
iments on the above calculated conditions [35]. To ensure that the thrust surface of the
hydrostatic bearing is not affected by external force, the transverse position of the bearing
is used to measure the thrust surface shown in Figure 11a. The lubricating oil pump is fed
into the bearing through the oil pump, the cooling water tank is used to ensure the initial
oil supply temperature is 296 K. Driven by a Kermorgan frameless motor at the end of the
bearing, the maximum rotational speed is 5000 r/min.

It is difficult to measure the overall pressure and temperature distribution inside the
hydrostatic bearing [36]. In this experiment, a through hole with a diameter of 0.1 mm
was drilled at the two key positions of the oil pad position and the outlet position on the
thrust surface which shown in Figure 11b, the bearing was made of copper and the bearing
sleeve is made of stainless steel. From the simulation results, it is not difficult to see that
the maximum pressure position of the thrust surface is in the oil inlet hole and diffuses in
the oil pad. The average pressure is mainly distributed in the oil pad. Different from the
pressure distribution, the highest temperature appears at the oil outlet of the oil film.
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Figure 11. Illustration of the experimental test rig and the hydrostatic bearing. (a) Experimental
setup; (b) Oil supply on the bearing.

Based on the distribution trends of simulation results. In Figure 12a test point 1 is
located in the oil pad position of the bearing, we chose SMC PSE576 pressure sensor,
rated pressure range of 0~5 MPa, mainly used to measure the internal pressure of the oil
chamber. Test point 2 is located on the outside of the thrust surface of the bearing which
is mainly used to measure the oil temperature and flux of the lubricating oil. Each group
was controlled for 3 times to take the average value. In Figure 12b is the measurement
of axial stiffness of liquid sliding spindle—the dial gauge was mounted on the tooling
surface to measure the axial displacement, the digital force gauge which the maximum
capacity is 10 KN, the load resolution is 0.005 KN, was used to measure the change of
surface loading force, and then adjust the oil film clearance to calculate the support
stiffness of the spindle.
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Figure 12. Illustration of Sensor test point and stiffness test. (a) Hydrostatic thrust bearing and test
points/locations; (b) Axial stiffness test of hydrostatic spindle.

In this paper, it can be found that the variation trends at different rotation speeds
from 0 to 4000 r/min as illustrated in Figure 13. The average temperature has an obvious
increasing trend with the increase of rotating speed, with the shear thinning effect, the
trend of temperature rise is lower than that of conventional models. This is confirmed
by experimental values, because of the measured oil outlet temperature, the temperature
is slightly lower than the simulation value but the tendency is almost uniform, which
is shown in Figure 13a. In the no-load condition, the average bearing capacity of thrust
surface decreases with the increase of rotational speed. The result of the v-s model is closer
to the experiment, because with the increase of rotating speed, the viscosity decreases
with the increase of temperature. When the hydrostatic bearing rotates at high speed,
the circumferential shear force will reduce the axial force, as can be seen in Figure 13b.
Different from the conventional calculation model, the flow rate of lubricating oil gradually
increases with the speed. This is also confirmed by the experimental data which is shown
in Figure 13c. The axial stiffness of the spindle decreases with the increase of rotational
speed in Figure 13d, when the rotation speed is at 4000 r/min, it is most obvious that the
v-t model is closer to the actual measured value.
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6. Conclusions

This paper attempts to present a precision engineering-oriented approach to design
and analysis of the hydrostatic bearing and the spindle with the application to a high
precision internal grinding machine. It has presented the influence of hydrostatic thrust
bearing on bearing capacity and temperature working with high speed and high pressure on
a high precision spindle. In order to be able to design and analyze the bearing performance
more accurately, an innovative viscosity-temperature model is proposed based on the
CFD method. Furthermore, considering the influence of eddy current phenomenon on
the precision of high-speed hydrostatic bearing, the configuration of oil inlet throttle
is analyzed and studied in the context of precision machine design requirement. The
following conclusions are drawn up particularly by comparing the experimental and
simulation results:

(1) The viscosity-temperature model plays a significant role in the accurate design and
analysis of high pressure and high-speed hydrostatic bearings and the consequent
spindle, particularly considering the oil supply pressure and speed are changed. The
simulation results on the variation trend of temperature, bearing loading capacity and
flow rate are consistent with those of the experiment.

(2) From the overall pressure and temperature contours analysis, when the oil supply
pressure is 2 MPa to change the rotating speed, the bearing capacity of the static
thrust bearing deviates to one side of the oil cavity with the increase of the speed,
and gradually decreases. The temperature increases with the increase of the rotating
speed, and the highest temperature is generated in the outer ring of the oil outlet.
When the rotating speed is 2000 r/min to change the oil supply pressure, the higher
the oil supply pressure is, the more concentrated oil pressure in the oil pad increases.

(3) Analysis from the A-A profile, when the oil supply pressure is 2 MPa to change
the rotating speed, the pressure distribution decreases gradually from the oil orifice
position through the oil pad. The higher the rotating speed, the more obvious the
pressure fluctuation is near the oil pad. When the bearing spindle rotating speed is
varied from 0 to 2000 r/min, the oil temperature at the outlet position has obvious fluc-
tuation; when the rotating speed is varied from 2000 to 4000 r/min, the temperature
curve tends to change gently, although the bearing working temperature increases
significantly.

(4) When the bearing spindle rotating speed is at 2000 r/min while changing oil supply
pressure, the pressure near the orifice increases obviously, but the average pressure in
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the oil pad does not increase significantly. When the oil supply pressure is at 0.5 to
1.5 MPa, the bearing temperature rises gently; when the oil supply pressure is greater
than 2 MPa, the temperature will fluctuate significantly at the outlet, this is the main
reason for causing the decrease of oil viscosity and bearing capacity.

(5) According to the position fluctuation at the oil inlet hole, four different configurations
of the orifice are analyzed. Taper hole type has the lowest turbulence intensity. It
can effectively reduce the pressure fluctuation, the bearing spindle temperature and
improve the carrying capacity.
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